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ABSTRACT
Thermal comfort dominates the decisions on the HVAC (heating, ventilation, air conditioning) sizing and operations. Despite industry standards aim to achieve the perfect occupant comfort, they mostly fail in occupant satisfaction and cause superfluous energy consumption. Similar to design practices, energy modeling tools also depend on the predefined standards to determine the acceptable thermal comfort levels which leads to system oversizing.

In the first paper, we demonstrated the impact of the autosize option in system sizing and explored the use of uncertainty analysis with the consideration of the offsets between energy consumption decrease and unmet hours increase. This paper analyzes the impact of different tolerances that has been widely used in energy modeling industry, inspects unmet load hour calculation methods of energy simulation tools and discusses the robustness of the 300 hour limitation of ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1. Finally, it explores a new framework to guide the unmet hour acceptance criteria and demonstrate energy saving possibilities through downsizing approach.

INTRODUCTION
Buildings account for around 40% of the energy consumption and assuming it will increase around 5% by 2040. According to data surveys office buildings represent the highest percentage among other building types. Space heating, ventilation, air conditioning (HVAC) systems constitute around 40% of the commercial sector end use (U.S DOE, Annual Energy Outlook 2017). One of the very known reasons of this high contribution is referred to equipment oversizing (Woradechjumroen et al. 2013). Various researches show that design engineers, HVAC engineers tend to consider extreme conditions and use safety factors to mitigate the potential risk of undersizing and occupant discomfort (Djunaedy et al. 2010).

Energy modeling tools base on the same underlying principle which often results in the oversizing of HVAC systems while not guaranteeing the occupant comfort (Ruya and Augenbroe 2016). Oversizing issue regarding to outdated thermal comfort standards and its negative outcomes on energy, occupant comfort and equipment life has been discussed for years, however no previous study addressed the issue from energy modeling standpoint. Moreover, guidelines and standards are vague when defining the unmet hour reporting tolerances which lead modelers, practitioners to set different tolerances in order to achieve 300 maximum allowable limit of ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1 Some of the commonly used default tolerances are 0.2K for "OpenStudio" and “DesignBuilder” and 1.1C (U.S. DOE EnergyPlus version 8.7 Input Output Reference) for "IES VE" (Unmet Load Hours Troubleshooting Guide 2013).

ASHRAE 90.1-2007 Appendix G defines "Unmet load hour" as "an hour in which one or more zones is outside of the thermostat setpoint range" (ASHRAE 90.1-2007). However, the definition has changed in ASHRAE 90.1-2010 Appendix G to "an hour in which one or more zones is outside of thermostat setpoint plus or minus one half of the temperature control throttling range. Any hour with one or more zones with an unmet cooling load or unmet heating load is defined as an unmet load hour." Lastly, 300 maximum allowable limit is imposed on unmet load hours for both the proposed design and baseline building designs (ASHRAE 90.1-2010).

As thermal comfort becomes the main influence of HVAC sizing and operations, it is important to understand its underlying principles and how it can be interconnected with building energy consumption (Jazizadeh et al.2013). ASHRAE 55 defines thermal comfort as “that condition of mind that expresses satisfaction with the thermal environment and is assessed by subjective evaluation (ASHRAE Standard 55). According to Nicol and Humphreys success of a building thermal comfort should involve right decisions on energy consumption and sustainability as well as comfort (Nicol and Humphreys 2002).

Kumar et al. also point to energy saving potentials by properly predicting actual thermal comfort which will avoid oversizing issues (Kumar et al. 2010).

The PMV/PPD is probably the most commonly used thermal model which has been developed through extensive laboratory experiments in 70’s by Fanger
(Fanger 1970). It is a static model where occupant is assumed to be a passive recipient (deDear and Brager 1998). Fanger developed the PMV (predicted mean vote) index for the HVAC engineers to be able to predict the acceptable thermal environment through a comprehensive experimental work. Study established relationships between skin temperature, activity levels and sweat secretion which then used in heat balance equations to determine the comfort equation. Predicted mean vote (PMV) is derived from the comfort equation which is a function of air temperature, mean radiant temperature, relative air velocity, air humidity, activity level and clothing insulation (Yang et al. 2013). According to this study, these six primary factors are substantial to quantify the thermal comfort. ASHRAE 55 defines acceptable environment as "an environment that substantial majority of the occupants would find thermally acceptable" (ASHRAE 55-2010). Substantial majority can be referred to at least 80% of the occupants based on the comfort zone limits of ASHRAE 55. When considering the variations in a large group of people, there will always a percentage of people who are dissatisfied with the climatic conditions. Therefore, a PPD index (predicted percent dissatisfied) which is also based on thermal sensations scale was developed to represent the dissatisfaction (Brager et al. 1993). Various studies discuss solutions for better thermal comfort assessments. In addition to commonly used standards (ASHRAE 55, ISO 7730, EN 15251), different methods are analyzed such as adaptive comfort strategies, smart sensors, uncertainty analysis and leveraged empirical data to obtain more reliable and predictable thermal comfort acceptance criteria. The adaptive comfort principle assumes that people would react in ways to restore their comfort. This could be through changing their clothing or using air movement to adjust their comfort level which does not depend on the HVAC system (Nicol and Humphreys 2002). Because the PMV/PPD model does not account for the thermal adaptation to indoor climate, it is not applicable to naturally ventilated buildings (deDear - Brager 1998). Occupants of centrally ventilated buildings are treated as passive recipients of their indoor environment controls and they tend to prefer feeling cooler than neutral in warm climates and warmer than neutral in colder climates (deDear and Brager 1998). While Adaptive Comfort Standard (ACS) of ASHRAE is mainly used by naturally ventilated buildings, Kampelis et al. proposes a discomfort score (DS) which based on ACS of ASHRAE to evaluate demand response and thermal comfort. The correlation between the mean outdoor air temperature and indoor operative temperature is used to set the optimum temperature and allowable acceptability criteria for the mixed-mode buildings. (Kampelis et al. 2017). Studies relying on occupant feedback address conventional assumptions when occupants are keeping out of the loop as the reason of inadequate thermal comfort and excessive use of energy (Sanguinetti et al. 2016). Findings of Jazizadeh et al. show that standardized temperature setpoints for a given space do not guarantee a perfect occupant comfort; 65% of the occupant perceptions were different from neutral conditions. Thus, continuous and real-time data would provide more effective results (Jazizadeh et al. 2011). While thermal sensing programs can be very convenient for the participants as they are accessible via mobile web applications or web portals, these programs need to be maintained regularly (Yang et al. 2013). Uncertainty analysis is another method that can be chosen over deterministic analysis which mostly relies on the safety factors and unrealistic assumptions, to quantify the risk of unmet hour occurrences (Ruya and Augenbroe 2016). Occupant behavior which is dependent on the cultural and psychological factors is an unknown for buildings, especially for naturally ventilated buildings where occupant has control over thermal condition and air change of the building. Chen et al. emphasized that unrealistic occupant behavior models might cause large discrepancies which will mislead the implications (Chen et al. 2017).

In the absence of dynamic occupant feedback, facility managers, building engineers tend to set building set points aggressively which decrease efficiency of building systems and occupant satisfaction (Jazizadeh et al. 2013). ASHRAE RP-884 field study database showed that narrow setpoint temperature ranges do not result in higher occupant satisfaction than wider ranges of 4-6K. However, its more common to see very narrow ranges in practice such as 2K (Hoyt et al. 2014). We aim to demonstrate energy saving potentials which is the result of downsizing possibilities when wider setpoint ranges are considered. Results of many studies prove that extending thermostat setpoints will have significant impacts on building energy consumption by not over heating/cooling spaces and letting passive components to play a role in the air conditioning while maintaining the overall thermal comfort of the building. 12-20% savings were achieved for large office buildings across different climate regions (16 U.S cities) by increasing the ranges by 2degrees on both heating and cooling side (Fernandez et al. 2012). Another report of PNNL which uses same prototype buildings that were used in their previous report (Fernandez et al. 2012), shows that wider deadband and night setbacks was the top performing energy efficiency measure for both natural gas and overall site energy savings (Fernandez et al. 2017). This paper employs a downsizing approach to the main cooling and heating equipment of the selected buildings.
in order to quantify the energy saving opportunities. Various downsizing strategies has been analyzed for the typical commercial office HVAC equipment to inform designers, manufacturers that conventional sizing methods lead to oversizing. For instance, Woradechjumroen et al. conducted their study on oversized RTUs which result in short-time running cycles at design conditions whereas they can run continuously at smaller capacities (Woradechjumroen et al. 2013). Similar to the issue mentioned above, conventional chiller sizing method is also based on the peak cooling load assumptions which lead to chiller oversizing, decrease in system efficiency and increase in initial and maintenance cost (Kang et al. 2017). Our study integrates downsizing aspect of different heating and cooling equipment which are commonly used in commercial office buildings with a new method of thermal comfort assessment. We further analyzed the impact of the climate region (8 cities in US) and building scale. The aim is to clarify the acceptable unmet hour ranges for the building energy simulation practitioners, to show the trade-off between energy savings and decreased thermal comfort, and to discuss the effect of downsizing to energy saving in different climates.

**METHODOLOGY AND CASE STUDIES**

This study introduces a new method for evaluating thermal comfort acceptance criteria for commercial office buildings in different scale and climates. There are five main steps that build up the main framework of the paper.

1. **Building models**

90.1 Commercial prototype building models are used for the analysis. Three different office types (small, medium and large) in 8 climate regions (1A-2A-3A-4A-5A-6A-7-8) are selected as case study models. In order to make fair comparisons, availability schedules of AHU’s (air handling unit) are changed from night cycle to fixed schedules and timestep intervals are fixed to 10 min (timestep 6) for all models. Additionally, thermostat setpoints are set to 70-72F (21.11-22.22°C) which are described as the most commonly used setpoint range in practice and thermostat setbacks are removed from the model (Hoyt et al. 2014). Nightcycle (optimal start) and thermostat setback could be counted as energy saving measures which may not represent the majority of the HVAC operations (Fernandez et al. 2017). Lastly, supply fan typology is also standardized and some of the variable speed fans are changed to constant volume which eliminates the uncontrolled fan consumption increase in return to cooling capacity decrease for the downsizing step.

2. **Model Runs**

Tuned models were run annually via EnergyPlus simulation engine with related AMY (actual meteorological year) weather files based on their climate region. AMY data were particularly chosen over the TMY (typical meteorological year) weather data due to TMY’s lack of ability to represent the actual conditions and capture the extreme periods (Ruya and Augenbroe 2016). In order to show the magnitude in terms of unmet hours, commonly used reporting tolerances of 0.2C (0.56F) and 1.11C (2F) applied to the models and results are compared.

3. **Analyzing Thermal Comfort**

Unmet hours are reported as “Time setpoint not met during occupied hours” or “Time setpoint not met during unoccupied hours” in EnergyPlus. Occupied time unmet hour calculation considers the hours based on the occupancy schedule. However, HVAC operation might follow a different schedule which probably will cause the zones not meeting their setpoints for these hours. Therefore, our assumptions consider HVAC operation schedule for occupied hours. Secondly, calculation of total facility unmet hour is changed. While ASHRAE 90.1-2010 dictates “Any hour with one or more zones with an unmet cooling load or unmet heating load is defined as unmet load hour” it is assumed to be unfair for a single zone to share the same unmet fraction for a given timestep with indefinite number of zones if they coincide. Ignoring number of zone factor and scale of the building leads unfair comparisons which probably will lead toward system oversizing. Our proposed method sums all the unmet fractions (heating and cooling separately) for each zone and for whole year, then calculates a percentage based on the number of total operational hours and number of zones. Unmet hour calculation is iterated for different temperature tolerances of 0.2C, 1.11C, 2.5C and 4C.

\[
\text{Unmet hour for timestep } t \text{ in } T
\]

\[
T_t = \text{ timestep} \\
T_T = \text{ total hours} \\
T_{m} = \text{ zone mean air temperature} \\
T_{h} = \text{ zone thermostat heating setpoint} \\
T_{c} = \text{ zone thermostat cooling setpoint} \\
O_t = \text{ HVAC operation hours}
\]
\[ \alpha = \text{acceptability tolerance} \]
\[ \eta = \text{t/hour; in our case } \eta = 1/6 \]
\[ U_{th} = \text{heating unmet hour} \]
\[ U_{clg} = \text{cooling unmet hour} \]
\[ n = \text{number of zones} \]
\[ \sum_{t=1}^{n} \frac{U_{th} + U_{clg}}{U_{th}} \]

Contrary to 300 maximum allowable unmet hour limitation of ASHRAE 90.1-2010, we set acceptability threshold which gives more transparency and flexibility to thermal comfort analysis. Acceptability ranges:
\[ <5\% = \text{acceptable} \]
\[ 5\%-10\% = \text{moderately acceptable} \]
\[ >10\% = \text{not acceptable} \]

4- Downsizing
Incremental downsizing steps (10-20-30\%) are applied to chosen equipment for each building and climate region. Small and medium office building HVAC designs consist of DX heating and cooling coils for primary heating and cooling while large office has chiller and boiler as main equipment for air conditioning. Downsizing is applied to each major equipment and their associated parameters based on manufacturers example specifications such as COPs and air flow rates are adjusted based on the capacity decrements. As our primary focus is demonstrating the possibility of downsizing for HVAC equipment, our downsizing assumptions are not very detailed. Results are inspected deterministically and optimal size reduction is analyzed based on different unmet hour tolerances. the paper.

5- Energy and Cost Saving Analyzes
Motivation of this study is to show the impact of more robust thermal comfort assessments in terms of equipment sizing and energy and cost saving potentials. Our cost analysis only considers the average utility rates for each climate region. Thus, impact of the utility purchase rates, equipment initial and maintenance costs are ignored for this paper. Based on the average utility rates, energy consumption and associated cost for each simulation are calculated. Impacts of the climate region and scale of the building are discussed comparatively.

Results and Discussion
All publ Study aims to clarify the ambiguity in unmet hour reporting tolerance selection in energy modeling industry. Figure 2-3-4 illustrate the total hours of “time setpoint not met during occupied heating and cooling” for small, medium and large office buildings by using the conventional calculation of unmet hours. ine above the figure and below the caption.

As its also shown in the graphs, larger buildings have higher unmet hours even though the hours that are shared by multiple zones were not taken into account. However, they still need to comply with 300 maximum allowable unmet limitation which brings up another discussion on finding the right reporting tolerance. Figure 2-3-4 show the significant reduction in both heating and cooling unmet hours when tolerance is changed from 0.2C to 1.11C. In this paper, we analyzed impacts of different tolerances (0.2C, 1.11C, 2.5C and 4C) through a more realistic framework. We aim to demonstrate that keeping acceptability tolerance too narrow will cause system oversizing while it does not guarantee the occupant comfort which has already been proven by many researchers through empirical and deterministic studies. According to the results shown in table 1-2-3 downsizing can be achieved up to 30\% for all three building types when narrow tolerances are ignored (0.2C and 1.1C). However, more conservative approach still enables downsizing possibility.
According to the results, climate zones have significant impact on equipment sizing. Miami (1A) shows the highest sensitivity to downsizing throughout all building types while heating dominated regions enable more aggressive downsizing percentages. Results also show that besides climate factor, sensitivity level is also dependent on the HVAC design. While small and medium offices (packaged air-conditioning/heat pump), follow a similar pattern, large office buildings (chiller/boiler) react differently.

Our strategy is based on managing the trade-off between energy & cost saving due to the downsizing and increased unmet hour. We propose that 2.5°C unmet tolerance is optimal for thermal comfort analysis and by applying it to our study, 30% downsizing is achievable for all buildings in each climate except medium and large office buildings in climate zone 1A whereas 20% downsizing is still achievable.

Oversized figures and tables. Approach still enables downsizing possibility.
Table 12 Large Office 30% Downsized Unmet Hours

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>10%</th>
<th>20%</th>
<th>30%</th>
<th>40%</th>
<th>50%</th>
<th>60%</th>
<th>70%</th>
<th>80%</th>
<th>90%</th>
<th>100%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dallas</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indianapolis</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tokyo</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 13 Energy Saving Results of Small-Medium-Large Office Buildings

Similar to energy saving results, cost savings are also very significant for a single building based on the scale factor (Table 14).

Table 14 Cost Saving Results of Small-Medium-Large Office Buildings

Lastly, cost saving results are normalized based on the building area to be able to make a fair comparison between models (Table 15). downsizing is still achievable.

Table 15 Normalized Cost Savings for Small-Medium-Large Office Buildings

Study of Jazizadeh et al. highlighted that majority of the dissatisfied occupants prefer warmer indoor environments which gives more opportunity to downsizing of cooling equipment (Jazizadeh et al 2013). In conjunction with the results of our study, downsizing the cooling equipment creates great potentials to energy (electricity) and cost saving.

CONCLUSION

Existing HVAC system design and operations rely on outdated thermal comfort assumptions which inevitably lead to a chain of issues of system oversizing, excessive energy consumption, uncomfortable indoor environments and dissatisfied occupants. As its proven by various deterministic and empirical studies that narrow thermostat ranges do not provide perfect occupant comfort, moreover they reduce equipment life and increase energy consumption. Standards dictate to achieve a certain threshold for the acceptable thermal comfort, while not clearly defining the acceptability tolerance for the modeling industry which cause ambiguity among users. Furthermore, calculation algorithm of energy simulation tools treats all building scales in the same manner which does not represent the reality. Instead of targeting to achieve a predefined value (300 maximum allowable limit of ASHRAE 90.1), a percentage should be considered which puts different factors into account. A new framework for integrating these mentioned issues was presented in this paper. First objective is to provide a fair and transparent platform which will help to maintain a standard throughout the community. Secondly, to show the saving potentials when wider thermostat ranges are accepted. Lastly, to highlight the sensitivity level of climate zones to different sizing approaches. Comparison of the magnitude of the unmet hour risk based on the downsizing percentages, climate and building scale helps to optimize the design decisions to find rightsizing of the equipment.
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